
What’s Inside:
A set of 12 devotions prepare families to celebrate Easter with a spotlight on Jesus. Daily family 
activities, discussion questions, prayer suggestions, crafts, and recipes give ideas to extend family 
discipleship to the nooks and crannies of everyday life. 

1  - Jesus Is the Light of the World
2  - Jesus Is the Good Shepherd
3  - Jesus Is the Resurrection and the Life
4  - Jesus Is Worthy of Praise
5  - Jesus Is the Lamb of God
6  - Jesus Served  
7  - Jesus Prayed

8  - Jesus Forgives
9  - Jesus Died for Us

10  - Jesus Was Buried
11  - Jesus Is Risen
12  - Jesus Gave Us 

   a Job to Do

Jesus Is the
Light of the 

World

----  Chapter 1 ----

Wrap a toilet paper tube 
or paper towel tube with 
decorative paper or have the 
kids color their own. Add a 
circle with the flame to the 
top by cutting small slits for 
it to fit on the tube. 

➙
Use icing to attach a Pirouline 
cookie to a cracker and add 
an almond for the flame.

Hint: shorter “candles” stand 
up better.

Family ActivityJesus Is the Light of the World
John 9:1–7

A little bit of light makes a big difference. You recognize that dif-
ference when you get up in the middle of the night or when you 
see someone’s phone light up in a dark theater. Even a faint glow 
gives direction, illuminates details, and puts fear to rest. But it 
can also cast shadows and cause disruption; a very small spark 
can start a massive fire.

In John 9:5, Jesus did not claim to be a little bit of light. He said, 
I am the Light of the World. He is the Light that changes every-
thing! He is the Bright and Morning Star, the Dawn of a new 

day of redemption, the Light that shines in darkness. He is one with the 
Father of Lights who is our Sun and Shield. He is the Everlasting Light that 
will never grow dark. There’s no avoiding this glare. He lights up the whole 
world! 

(Revelation 22:16; Malachi 4:2; John 1:5; James 1:17; Psalm 84:11; Isaiah 60:19–20)

Flashlight Scavenger Hunt
Even a small light can make a big difference when it shines in darkness. 
Emphasize this truth while using flashlights to enjoy a scavenger hunt in 
the dark. Hide items of your choosing throughout the yard or inside the 
house. You could also instruct family members to find items representing 
the letters of the alphabet or the letters in a specific word or phrase.

Be a Light!
Sometimes our world can seem dark or discouraging. Discuss ways your 
family can reflect the light of Jesus this season. Host friends or neighbors 
for a meal, do something to help them, or write a note to encourage them 
and brighten their day. You might even purchase small flashlights or 
candles to give others as a reminder that Jesus is the Light of the World. 
One of the best ways we can help others know Jesus is to be intentional 
about reflecting His light!

Talk About It
What is the biggest light you have ever seen? 

What are some examples of the way Jesus is a light for you?

Why did Jesus talk about being the Light of the World when he was 
healing a blind man?

How did Jesus connect serving Him with the idea of light and darkness 
in John 9:4?

Dear Jesus, we are so thankful for the light You have brought to our 
lives. We want to shine brightly for You so others can experience Your 
light too. Help us know how best to do that. Please help us listen as 
You teach us throughout this Easter season. In Your name, amen.

Pray today for your friends and coworkers.

Prayer
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Chapter 1

Spit“Seriously? Jesus put mud in a blind man’s eyes?” Wilson’s face 

was twisted into a disgusted frown. “I guess he couldn’t see what was 

happening until it was too late!”

“Oh, it’s worse than that,” Grams said. “Remember what He made 

the mud out of? Saliva!”
“Saliva? What’s that?” asked five-year-old Michael.

“Spit!” Wilson was eleven, so of course, he knew most things. “Are 

you telling me Jesus hocked a big loogie and stirred it into mud and 

then had the nerve to put it in some poor guy’s eyes?”

“That’s what the Bible says,” Grams pointed to the ninth chapter 

of the book of John in her Bible. “And this is an eyewitness account, 

written by someone who was really there.”

“I just wish I had been there to see it!” Wilson said.

“Me, too,” Michael echoed. “I wonder if everybody thought it was 

crazy!”
“Well, let me get my magnifying glass, and maybe we can look a 

little closer and imagine that we are part of the story!”

When Grams picked up her big magnifying glass and laid it over 

the words in John 9, the two boys looked inside and—zoom! They 

were suddenly back in Jerusalem. There were strangers all around 

them, wearing odd clothes. There were no cars or cellphones or elec-

tricity. And there was a man with muddy spit in his eyes.

Wilson looked at Michael and Michael looked at Wilson. What 

was going on here? “Stay together,” Wilson whispered. And the two 

cousins quickly became part of the crowd of onlookers.

“Over here,” a young girl called. “Follow me to the pool of Siloam. 

It’s just over this way.” The girl seemed to be about Wilson’s age, and 
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12 adventure stories bring the Bible to life 
and help reinforce scriptural truths.

Jesus Is the 

Good Shepherd

Instead of hiding this card, 

you could hide:

• Cotton balls

• Stuffed animal

• Marshmallows

Jesus Is the 

Light of the World

Instead of hiding this card, 

you could hide:

• Birthday candles

• Flashlights

• Glow sticks

Jesus Is the 

Resurrection

and the Life

Instead of hiding this card, 

you could hide:

• Something new

• Butterfly pictures or jewelry

• Seed packets

Jesus Is 
Worthy 

of  Praise

Instead of hiding this card, 

you could hide:

• A leaf

• Something green

• A toy donkey 

(or other animal)

Bonus: Correlating hide 
and seek cards

Jesus Gave Usa Job to Do

----  Chapter 12 ----

Make the “Gospel in an Egg Shell” 
Make the “Gospel in an Egg Shell” 
Make the “Gospel in an Egg Shell” to help your family tell the story 
to help your family tell the story of Jesus. A popsicle stick or peg 
of Jesus. A popsicle stick or peg doll can remind us of Baby Jesus 
doll can remind us of Baby Jesus wrapped in swaddling clothes. A 
wrapped in swaddling clothes. A scroll reminds us of His teaching, 
scroll reminds us of His teaching, 

a cross makes us think of His sacrifice, a loose piece of cloth 

a cross makes us think of His sacrifice, a loose piece of cloth 

reminds us of the empty grave clothes, and the flower symbolizes 

His resurrection.

The Bible tells the story of the Resurrection! Cut one edge of a fig cookie and decorate it with icing!

Find Peeps marshmallows on sale and share them with the message thatHe is risen!

Jesus Is
Risen

----  Chapter 11----

Paint your child’s palm to become the tomb and his or her fingers to be the rays of morning sun on the first Easter. Rejoice together that He is risen!Make Easter snack mix to remind your family of the Resurrection. 

Marshmallows—

to remind us 
that Jesus 
was a pure 

sacrifice; He 
had no sin

Craisins—

for the drops
of blood

Jesus shed Stick 
pretzels—
for the 
cross

Round snack 
crackers—

for the stone 
sealing the 

tomb

Share the 
snack mix and 
good news with 
your neighbors!

Gold fish—to be fishers of 
men as we 
share the 
message

Candy 
pieces—

because 
the news is 

sweet!

Jesus WasBuried

----  Chapter 10 ----

Cut a paper bowl in half, then cut out the door to the 
tomb. Find a rock or ball up tinfoil to roll in front of the 
door. Seal it with playdough if you want to.

Use a half a cookie on a crisped rice treat to remind your family of Jesus’tomb. The peanut butter cup makes a good rock to block the tomb’s entry.

JesusDied for Us

----  Chapter 9 ----

An apple slice with peanut butter and broken pretzel sticks will remind your children of Jesus’crown of thorns.

Add a construction 
paper or colored heart to 
the center of your child’s 
handprint to remind your 
family of the price Jesus 

paid for our sins as He 
was nailed to the cross.

Use torn tissue paper and school glue to make a cross. Cut it out from a black background, or cover all your page with 
tissue.

Jesus
Prayed

----  Chapter 8 ----

Prayer PretzelDid you know that pretzels teach us to pray quietly? Years ago, monks 

taught children to cross their arms and put their hands on their shoulders 

when they prayed. Can you see how that looks like an upside down pretzel? 

Make some soft pretzels together by cutting pizza dough (store-bought or 

homemade) into strips, then shaping them into the traditional “prayer” 

shape. Combine 10 cups of water and 2/3 cup baking soda in a large pot 

and bring it to a boil. Using a slotted spoon, drop the pretzels in and boil 

for about one minute. Transfer to parchment paper on a baking sheet 

and brush with egg wash (egg yolk whisked with a tablespoon of water). 

Add coarse salt or “everything” seasoning, if you wish. Bake for about 12 

minutes in 450 degree oven until dark golden brown. (You can skip the 

boiling step if you wish and instead cover your pretzels with cinnamon 

sugar before baking.)

Make flowers from the Garden of Gethsemane by criss-crossing four strips of paper, then gluing them back to the center to make eight petals. Add a circle for the flower’s center.
These daffodils are cut from cotton rounds and fixed to green straws. You can make their yellow centers with beads, curled ribbon, or crinkled tissue paper.

JesusForgives

----  Chapter 7 ----

Your sandwich wrap becomes a rooster by adding carrot shreds for his comb, apple slices for his tailfeathers, and a red pepper for his wattle. Add olive slices for his eyes, too!

This rooster is a paper 
plate with sharpie spots 
and feathers. Add part 
of the plate’s rib you cut 
off to be the feather, and 
glue on red and yellow beak, 
comb, and feet.

These little roosters are folded cotton rounds with construction paper and sharpie accents.

Jesus
Served

----  Chapter 6 ----

You don’t have to use paint for your child’s footprints—mud would be fine too! You can shred blue paper for the water and add a paper towel—or actually wash one another’s feet in an act of service.

Water infused with strawberries and sliced oranges will be deliciously refreshing. Leave it in the refrigerator a day or two—if it lasts that long! Share some with your trash collector or mailman.

Serve someone by making them a boo-boo bunny using a washcloth and rubber band. Fold your washcloth into a triangle, then roll it up beginning with the point. Fold the roll in half, then fold it in half again, and put a rubber band around the 

second fold to make the bunny’s head. Pull the ends of the roll up 

to make the bunny’s ears. Glue on a pompom nose and googly eyes 

if you want to. Use the boo-boo bunny to hold a piece of ice on a 
sore spot or keep a frozen one ready for emergencies.

Jesus Is theLamb of God

----  Chapter 5 ----

Passover Bread Make some unleavened bread, like Jesus and His disciples ate together at 

the Passover meal.
Combine 2 cups of plain flour and ¼ teaspoon of salt. Add ½ cup plus 2 

tablespoons of corn oil and 1/3 cup milk. Mix until combined and form 

into a ball. 
Put the ball between two sheets of parchment paper and roll out to 1/8 

inch thickness. With the bottom sheet of parchment, transfer the bread 

to a cookie sheet, score it into 1 inch squares, and bake at 375 degrees for 

about 10 minutes. Break apart and eat! 

*Thanks to Rebecca Pugh for her recipe!

Talk about the Last 
Supper with your children 
as they make fingerprint 

grapes and wheat 
for the juice and the 

bread elements of the 
Communion celebration. 

Jesus IsWorthyof  Praise

----  Chapter 4 ----

Talk about palm trees with your snack today—a graham cracker (broken in half length-wise) with green apple slices and grapes.

Make your 
palm leaf out 
of multiple 
handprints. 
You’ll only 
have to wash 
hands once! 

Paint (or color) your paper plate 

green, then cut it into three 

sections. Layer it over a popsicle 
stick for a palm branch.

Jesus Is theResurrectionand the Life

----  Chapter 3 ----

Bowtie pasta, colored with 
markers and glued onto 
paper, makes a fun butterfly 
picture. With scissors, cut 
colored pasta in half for 
the grass. Add details 
like antennae and flight 
patterns with a sharpie.

You’ll need four circles to make a butterfly. Cut two small circles to glue inside two larger circles, then accordion-fold them and pinch them slightly above the halfway mark, one turning left and the other to the right. Glue the short section of each wing together, then glue the two wings together. Add a small strip of curled paper for the antenna.
An easy snack with oranges 

(cut or segments) and grapes 
looks like a butterfly when 
you add a couple of pieces 

of shredded carrot for the antenna.

Jesus Is the
Good

Shepherd

----  Chapter 2 ----

Cut the center from a paper 

plate, glue on cotton balls and 

ears, attach a popsicle stick, 

and see if there are any cute 

little sheep at your house.

Dip mini-marshmallows into icing to 
stick onto a crisped rice treat. 
Make the face and ears from chocolate candy melts (a whole for the face, two halves for the ears). 

Add candy eyes and colored 
sprinkles for more details. 

Use fingerprints to make the sheep’s body, then add face and legs from black paper. Googly eyes are fun to add too. 

ORDER TODAY!
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Chapter 1

Spit
“Seriously? Jesus put mud in a blind man’s eyes?” Wilson’s face 

was twisted into a disgusted frown. “I guess he couldn’t see what was 
happening until it was too late!”

“Oh, it’s worse than that,” Grams said. “Remember what He made 
the mud out of? Saliva!”

“Saliva? What’s that?” asked �ve-year-old Michael.
“Spit!” Wilson was eleven, so of course, he knew most things. “Are 

you telling me Jesus hocked a big loogie and stirred it into mud and 
then had the nerve to put it in some poor guy’s eyes?”

“�at’s what the Bible says,” Grams pointed to the ninth chapter 
of the book of John in her Bible. “And this is an eyewitness account, 
written by someone who was really there.”

“I just wish I had been there to see it!” Wilson said.
“Me, too,” Michael echoed. “I wonder if everybody thought it was 

crazy!”
“Well, let me get my magnifying glass, and maybe we can look a 

little closer and imagine that we are part of the story!”
When Grams picked up her big magnifying glass and laid it over 

the words in John 9, the two boys looked inside and—zoom! �ey 
were suddenly back in Jerusalem. �ere were strangers all around 
them, wearing odd clothes. �ere were no cars or cellphones or elec-
tricity. And there was a man with muddy spit in his eyes.

Wilson looked at Michael and Michael looked at Wilson. What 
was going on here? “Stay together,” Wilson whispered. And the two 
cousins quickly became part of the crowd of onlookers.

“Over here,” a young girl called. “Follow me to the pool of Siloam. 
It’s just over this way.” �e girl seemed to be about Wilson’s age, and 
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evidently the muddy-eyed man recognized her voice. He shu�ed to-
ward the girl—a walking stick helping him avoid collisions. Obvious-
ly Muddy-Eyes could not see, and obviously, he had used that stick 
before to make sure the way was clear. Michael and Wilson didn’t 
want to get too close, but they didn’t want to miss what happened 
next either.

“�ere’s the pool,” Michael pointed. �e two boys saw the young 
girl take the blind man’s hand and lead him to the water’s edge. �ey 
dodged a noisy donkey and three excited chickens to get to a place 
where they could see better. �ey were only yards away as the blind 
man knelt to wash, his eyes squinted tightly closed. �e girl helped 
him splash the cool water onto his face (which even young boys rec-
ognized was badly in need of washing!) and scrub at the mud with 
the sash at her waist. 

“Again,” she ordered. “You still have dirt on your eyelashes.” Obe-
diently he dipped—and this time she plunged his whole head into 

the water. He came up sputtering and slinging water 
like a wet dog. As he dried his eyes again, they heard 

him cry out—at �rst in pain, and then in wonder.
“What is happening? Everything is changing!” he 

gasped. “Bekah, is that you?” he asked as he turned 
to the girl. 

When she spoke, a look of relief passed on his 
face. “Yes, Uncle. It’s me, Bekah.” His hands reached 
out and touched her face and a smile began to tug at 
the edges of his lips as he connected her voice with 
what he could see. 

Suddenly the man leapt to his feet and shouted joy-
fully. “I can see! I don’t understand it. Everything is so 
bright! How can this be?” He danced around—open-
ing and closing his eyes, darting this way and that, 
causing a huge commotion. 

While Wilson was craning his neck to see all that 
was happening, he lost his balance and fell headlong 
into the pool. No one even noticed the accident due 
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to all the ruckus around the man with new sight. Even Michael was 
slow to realize what had happened, but he �nally turned as Wilson 
splashed to the edge. �e smaller boy reached out to give his cousin 
a steady boost out of the pool, but at just that moment, the donkey 
brayed loudly from right behind him. Startled, Michael jumped and 
lost his grip, and Wilson fell again. His big splash had both boys 
soaking wet—and the donkey was now pushing even closer to the 
pool, practically stepping on Michael! Wilson scrambled from the 
water and grabbed his cousin by the arm. �ey were de�nitely not 
used to pushy donkeys!

As they moved away from the pool they saw Bekah point her uncle 
toward a large building, then she turned to run in the opposite direc-
tion, coming straight toward Wilson and Michael.

“Wait!” Wilson called to her. “We wanted to ask you something.”
Bekah skidded to a stop and looked at the boys as if they were 

from another planet. “I don’t have time to talk to you, but who are 
you and what are you doing here?” She looked at their feet in tennis 
shoes. She looked at their very wet blue jeans and the buttons on 
their very wet shirts. She looked a long time at Wilson’s red hair and 
his ears showing beneath it. “Are you foreigners?” she �nally asked.

Michael laughed and Wilson’s face turned a bit red. “I guess so,” he 
answered. “I’m Wilson and this is my cousin Michael. It’s all kind of 
hard to explain.”

“And I have no time for explanations,” she said, seeming to pull 
herself together. “I’ve got to go get my grandparents. �ey will not 
believe what has happened to their son.”

“You mean, the man with the mud in his eyes, right?” Wilson 
clari�ed.

“Yes! It was all because of Jesus! Did you see it? Jesus has given 
him sight! My uncle has always been blind—from the time he was 
born. But Jesus made him see!”

“Did He really spit? Gross!” Michael said. 
“So you did see it,” Bekah replied. “I don’t know how it worked, but 

we were right there, listening to the Rabbi Jesus talking to His fol-
lowers about being the Light of the World, and the Rabbi made this 
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mud and put it on Uncle’s eyes. Maybe Jesus would have used water 
if some had been nearby, but He just spit on the ground. Or maybe it 
had to be something that had touched Jesus or was a part of Him. I 
don’t know. I just know my uncle can see. Jesus didn’t only talk about 
being the Light. He gave my uncle light so he could see for the �rst 
time ever. My heart is so full, I don’t know what to do with myself.”

She turned with one last odd look at the boys. “Now, strange visi-
tors, I cannot say anything else. I must �nd my grandparents.” Bekah 
ran quickly toward the crowded street. She called back over her 
shoulder, “Uncle went to �nd Jesus to say thank you, but the funny 
thing is, my uncle never saw Him. He doesn’t even know what Jesus 
looks like!”

A�er a long pause, Michael said, “�is is very strange. I’m feeling a 
little scared.”

“I’m feeling very wet.” Wilson looked at the street where Bekah 
had disappeared among the crowd, then back to the building her 
uncle headed toward. He looked at his little cousin and shrugged. 

“Umm, yeah. Here’s the problem. We don’t know what Jesus looks 
like either. We don’t know where we are, and we don’t have anyone 
here to call or any way to call them,” he said. “Have you got any 
ideas?”

For a few seconds, Michael looked as if he might want to cry. But 
then he said, “I guess we do what we always do when we don’t know 
what to do. We can pray.”

Wilson smiled and tousled Michael’s hair. “Yes, that’s a great idea. 
We’ll ask the Light of the World to open our eyes, too, and show us 
what we should do.”

So there, right out in the middle of the everything, the two boys 
bowed their heads and prayed.

WILSON’S MOM TO MICHAEL’S MOM

How can these boys get so wet at Grams’ house? You’d think they 
had been swimming!
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Chapter 6

Example
Michael stepped right into it. 
A�er their third trip to the well, he was lagging a bit behind his 

cousin Wilson. �e street was uneven. �ere were animals every-
where. And the �ve-year-old was not paying attention to where he 
was walking. 

“Yuk,” Michael stopped in his tracks. “Look at my new shoe!”
When Wilson turned around, still carrying the heavy jug of water, 

he knew there was trouble. “Umm. Yeah. �at’s not good.”
“�ere’s mud everywhere!” Michael complained.
“Umm,” his cousin hedged. “�at’s not mud.”
“Yuk! Gross!” �ere was panic in the smaller boy’s voice. His new 

shoe was almost covered up. He wanted to take it o�, but he didn’t 
want to touch it. 

Wilson sighed. �ey needed to get back to the house where Jesus 
and the disciples were, but his cousin obviously couldn’t go any-
where in that shoe! “Grace,” he told their friend. “You go on. I know 
the way, and I’ll bring this jug in just a minute.”

“But I need it now,” she insisted. “Give it to me. I can carry it a 
short way. We are almost there, and I must be quick.”

So Wilson handed her the jug and said he would come to help her 
as soon as he got his cousin sorted out. Grace could not hurry with 
her heavy load, but headed back to the house.

�e red-haired boy squared his shoulders. Who would help if he 
didn’t? “Sit down—right there, out of the street.” Michael hopped 
over to a large stone and sat on it. Wilson used a leaf to try to protect 
his hand as he bent over the stinky shoe and pulled it o� his cousin’s 
foot. “Stay there,” he told him. “I’m going back to the well to try to 
clean this up.” He tried to carry the shoe on a stick he found as he 
turned back toward the crowded passageway. 
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“But I feel a little nervous by myself,” Michael said, very aware that 
it was beginning to get dark.

Wilson looked at his little cousin and knew he shouldn’t leave 
him all alone. “Okay, then,” he said with another shake of his head. 
“Climb on and I’ll carry you piggyback.” What else could he do?

In the crowd with Michael on his back, Wilson was not doing too 
well trying to balance the stick holding the stinky shoe. Everyone 
who passed looked at them with curiosity, and he had a new aware-
ness of the need to watch where he was walking!

�e boys didn’t want to clean up the shoe in the same area where 
everyone was getting their drinking water, so they settled a few yards 
away from the well. Wilson realized they now had nothing to carry 
the water with. Even his big hands could only carry a small amount 
from the bucket. Wilson did the best he could with handfuls of water 
and leaves and sticks, but he needed something more. �ey had no 
paper towels—nothing to wipe o� the shoe with! He looked around 
for something he could scrub with, but he couldn’t see anything. 

Finally, with a sigh, he untied his own shoe and pulled o� his sock. 
Michael looked puzzled. “What are you doing?”
“I don’t want to use my shirt to scrub your shoe, and I don’t see 

anything else. I thought this sock wouldn’t matter very much. So I’m 
going to pour some of the water on it and bring it back over here and 
try to get the shoe clean. It may take a couple of tries, so you just sit 
still where you can see me,” Wilson told his cousin.

Patiently the 11-year-old went back and forth to the well, and 
�nally the shoe was clean again, even though the sock was awful. 
Wilson waved the shoe around in the fresh air, trying to dry it o� a 
bit before he put it back on Michael’s foot. “�ere,” he said. “You’re 
good as new—well, almost.” 
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WILSON’S MOM TO MICHAEL’S MOM: 

Wilson lost a sock. LMK if it turns up in Michael’s bag.

“�ank you for helping me, Wilson,” the younger boy told him. 
“We’d better get back to the courtyard, don’t you think?”

In the growing twilight, it was more di�cult to see where they 
were stepping, but the boys carefully walked back to Grace’s house. 
�ey were hardly inside the gate when she came through the door, 
shaking her head. 

“You’ll never believe what Rabbi Jesus did with all that water,” she 
said. “I’ve never seen anything like it!”

“What?” Michael asked. “Did He take a bath?” 
Grace laughed. “No, silly, but I just couldn’t believe it. Here He is, 

the Master, the Rabbi, the One we believe is the Messiah! �e Prom-
ised One, the Son of David!”

Michael grabbed her arm. “What? What did He do?”
“Well, I saw Him with my own eyes, and I just couldn’t believe He 

would do it.”
Wilson rolled his eyes. “So tell us already!” he demanded.
Grace paused dramatically. “Jesus, the Messiah, tied a towel 

around his waist and went from disciple to disciple, and He washed 
their feet.” �e last three words came out with quiet exaggeration, 
as if she could hardly believe she was saying them. “He knelt before 
them, as if He were a servant, and washed their stinky old feet!”

Wilson smiled. He knew this true story about Jesus. “And I bet He 
said, ‘I’m doing this as an example, so that you will wash one anoth-
er’s feet.’”

Grace stared at the 11-year-old in surprise. “Well, yes. �at’s exact-
ly what He said. How did you know?”

“I’ve been trying to learn that lesson,” Wilson told her. 
Michael looked gratefully at his cousin. “And today, you really did.”




